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ServersCheck Monitoring Software is a comprehensive and free-to-use tool that enables
administrators and other experienced PC users to monitor the network, infrastructure, system,

server and applications. It can be accessed from a web interface and features support for email, SMS
and voice call alerts, along with real-time reporting. Monitor the network, infrastructure, system,

server, and apps Following a speedy setup operation, the control panel can be accessed from any
web browser by connecting to localhost:1272 (by default). With the aid of a configuration wizard, it

becomes simple to set up the username and password required at login, along with the email
address that will receive alerts. Scan the network for devices Next, you're ready to scan the local

network and discover the devices. All local IP addresses can be tested by default but you can narrow
down the search time by setting the range. For any device in the network, you can ask ServersCheck
Monitoring Software to check the infrastructure (like temperature, humidity and airflow) and network

performance and availability (such as ping, traceroute, DNS and SSL certification). Inspect
information, send alerts, and create reports In addition, the utility can be instructed to verify the

server performance and availability (like WMI, services, process and event log), visualization, cloud
performance and availability (like Amazon Cloud Watch or Windows Agent) as well as application
performance and availability (web, FTP, email, database, media server, VOP, file). A wide range of

information can be studied, such as the availability of the top 10 items, geo map, all monitors,
devices, group, compact and camera views, along with temperature, humidity and airflow maps.

Alerts can be created by device and examined in log files, while reports can be put together for the
status, graph and timeline. Is it a scam? No, it is not! We need to clearly admit that ServersCheck
Monitoring Software is a dependable tool that enables administrators and other experienced PC

users to monitor the network, infrastructure, system, server and applications. And what's more, it is
a free tool, with the ads removed. However, one can have a doubt on whether it is really

dependable. Because the interface and options are surprising, there are people who are not quite
clear about how to use it. ServersCheck Monitoring Software FAQ: Q: Is ServersCheck Monitoring

Software genuine? A: Yes, it is! We need to be clear that ServersCheck Monitoring
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■ Monitor Servers and Networks Complete Network Monitoring ServersCheck monitoring software
monitors the network, infrastructure, system, server and applications on your infrastructure. With full
support for all major network protocols, ServersCheck monitoring software is your ideal choice for
Windows 2000, 2003, 2008 and 2008 R2. ■ Performance and Availability Monitoring The Control
Panel includes a full range of monitoring options for your servers and network infrastructure. Check
the status of network, server, device, storage and services. Monitor network latency, network packet
loss and ping time. Check availability of Windows servers, OS services, devices, interfaces, IP
addresses and network protocols. ✓ Active monitoring on all computers, servers, printers, routers
and switches. ✓ Real time monitoring for all nodes. ✓ Availability monitoring for all servers and
devices. ✓ Device grouping for security and control. ✓ Geo-location for all devices and services. ✓
Network and storage monitoring. ✓ Network probe for packet loss, latency and packet loss rate. ✓
TCP probe for connection speed and packet loss rate. ✓ HTTP probe and fingerprinting for servers, IP
addresses and ports. ✓ Full support of Sysmon and Windows 10 log collection. ✓ Remote Linux VNC
server with RDP support. ✓ User and group authorization options. ✓ Windows reporting, real time
summary and charts. ✓ Free Trial Download the fully functional evaluation edition which comes with
a free 30 day trial. ■Alerts ServersCheck monitoring software includes remote monitoring via Syslog,
Email, FTP, SNMP and RDP. ✓ Configurable reports for servers, infrastructure, applications, network
and storage. ✓ Set alarm criteria for events like ping, web, database and disk. ✓ Email alerts for any
event using alert templates. ✓ Set email interval for real time alerts. ✓ System, service and
application based alerts for all resources. ✓ Include the monitored resource for context in the email
alert message. ✓ Create statistics and graphs of event reports. ✓ Set the time range for view of
reports. ✓ Create reports for text or HTML. ✓ Create charts for servers and reports with all graphs
and measures. ✓ Real time reports for network, servers, services and networks. ✓ Geo-map
reporting for both servers and services. ✓ Tracking for all events

What's New In ServersCheck Monitoring Software?

ServersCheck Monitoring Software is an enterprise-level software solution for monitoring and
managing Windows Servers. It provides an easy way to manage and monitor a server's performance,
availability and resources in real time. 1-Monitor a Server's Performance in Real Time: -Identify the
root cause of an application's problem quickly and accurately -Analyze client connections,
connectivity and latency -Increase server availability by monitoring server operations such as CPU,
memory, disk space, and network -Detect and prevent performance problems before they impact
your business 2-Synchronize Server Performance Monitoring with Your IT Infrastructure: -The
interface is easy to understand and use, delivering fast and accurate results -Increase server
availability by monitor their resource utilization, response time and network performance in real time
-Detect and prevent performance problems before they impact your business Note: Server detection
is based on the Windows operating system version. The ability to monitor server and application
performance is the basis of all monitoring software. It's essential for every solution. ServersCheck
Monitoring Software delivers reliable monitoring results thanks to its innovative interface that
facilitates all server monitoring functions from one single place. The software can be loaded and
tested on either Windows Server or any Windows client device. ServersCheck Monitoring Software is
a system administrator's best friend. No matter how complex and demanding your environment,
ServersCheck Monitoring Software can help you to find out if something is wrong with your servers,
find out why, and fix any problems fast. ServersCheck Monitoring Software is a free-to-use, easy-to-
install software solution that's the perfect choice for any small business owner or hobbyist.Jochen
Wiedemann Jochen Wiedemann (born 1956) is a German sociologist and Professor of Social
Psychology at the University of Konstanz, Germany. Biography Born in Würzburg in 1956,
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Wiedemann studied sociology in Freiburg and in Mannheim, completing his doctorate in 1989 at the
University of Cologne under Karlheinz Reif. His dissertation was titled The construction of modern
subjectivity: belief and the invention of human nature in late industrial society. He became Professor
of Social Psychology at the University of Konstanz in 2004. Wiedemann is the author or editor of
several books, including Der politische Rand als Erkennungsfeld (The political margin as a field of
recognition, 1993), and
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System Requirements For ServersCheck Monitoring Software:

Windows 7 Intel Dual-Core CPU Memory: 1 GB 4 GB Hard disk: 15 GB 12 GB Graphics: NVIDIA
Geforce 8800 GTX+ Sound Card: NVIDIA Geforce 8800 GTX+ Mouse: Microsoft Optical Mouse
Processor Speed: 2.0 GHz Sound: DirectX: 10 Scene Manager: NVIDIA Scene Manager (ver 1.4)
System: Windows XP Memory: 1
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